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Dear Network,

Below you will find some special invitations for you, and also some fresh
wishes, news!

1.      The Project Presentation
2.      EYF: Information and Networking Day on Social Inclusion in Youth
        Participation
4.      Irrefutable offer for you!+ Something that you should check
5.      Wishes, kisses, happiness... XmAs ^.^ 2006

1. The BRIDGE- Connecting Mobility and Disability - A Project dealing with
the mobility problem of youth with disabilities. The project�s main aim is
to enable youth with disability to actively participate in creating and
developing civil society by joining events and other activities, which
will be prepared with proper conditions to travel and experience things
that weren't available for them before.

2.  On December 8th-9th Charlene was in Brussels attending the Youth Forum
Jeunesse Info& Networking Days on Social Inclusion. It was a great
experience for her and also for the project as it opened up to the
external AEGEE world! More concretely this is what happened - The Bridge:
Connecting Mobility and Disability got (together with another project) the
best practice project by YFJ Member Organisations. And so,after giving a
presentation on AEGEE and on the Project, there was time for a whole
afternoon to discuss the Project and topics related to social inclusion.
At the end of the days, Charlene had to answer lots of questions, as all
the participants were so much interested in The BRIDGE!!!

Besides this, this month The BRIDGE Team was also working closely with the
SUCT! Lots of discussions took place and ideas were flowing from one email
to the other. Results: the SU & Disability Questions on the SU Form was
updated, and we urge you to reflect upon the Disability Issue when
applying for the organisation of a SU. And how are you going to reflect?
Open your General Mail, and read the SU paper, which you find in the
envelope. It contains all the information related to SU and on the
backside, information about The BRIDGE and SU.

Concluding, a SPECIAL THANKS goes to the incredible SUCT for their
constant support towards the Project!!!

4. BeST OffEr For YoU: JOIN US! OPEN CALL for locals or individual
supporters interested in the project to get active with us, be informed
and involve yourself... We need people in various AEGEE regions to help us
promote the Project, the idea behind it. The opencall is still open!
And  visit our regularly updated website, on the latest news section. You
should check it out  Just a click away! http://www.aegee.org/bridge

5. We as "The Bridge" Team; we wish you "Merry Christmas and Happy New
Year"  We hope your new year is filled with PeAcE, HappiNess, LoVe,
FriEndShip...
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